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Abstract-It is proposed that the execution of a chain query in a distributed system can be 
usefully and appropriately modeled as an integer linear program. In response to a user request, 
information in the form of relational tables scattered across the network is to be combined and made 
available to the user. The formulation initially attained by considering the behavior of the distributed 
system in processing such a query is then reduced by removing redundant linear constraints, to 
produce a model of minimal transmission cost execution. 
In view of varying properties displayed by the possibly many optima of this problem, further 
attention is devoted to discriminating between them. By perturbing the objective function, those 
solutions requiring fewer network transmissions can be favored at the expense of equal-cost, but 
more complicated, strategies. This includes those strategies that may specify the transmission of a 
relation around a cycle; when the costs of transmission between sites forming the cycle are zero, such 
a solution might otherwise be optimal. 
Many different ways have been devised to solve programs having some number of variables restricted 
to taking only integer values in some interval, and virtually any of these might be used to solve the 
join query model. One possible method, using a tree-search approach, is discussed here. 
Keywords-Distributed database system, Integer linear program, Join query, Simplex methods, 
Tree-search algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The problem of finding an optimal execution strategy for a query issued in a distributed en- 
vironment is recognized as a significant component in the development of distributed database 
systems, because it bears strongly on performance of the system. As a result, the subject has 
attracted much research attention (l-31. 
The objective of the optimizer may be the minimization of the time elapsed between the issuing 
of the request and the arrival of the result, or alternatively the cost posed to the system in terms 
of the resources employed by the computation. The literature has been mainly concerned with 
minimizing the total use of some important resources; in this tradition our approach will confer. 
In a distributed memory multiprocessor system, processing a query generally involves accessing 
and moving data between sites of the network. In most present-day architectures, the speeds of 
the processors are at least an order of magnitude greater than those of the communication links, 
and on most networks the volumes of data being transmitted between processing facilities is 
typically large. Therefore, the cost of transmitting data is usually, as is the case here, assumed 
to be the dominant factor [l-3]. Other costs, including the costs of computation at processor 
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sites, are ignored, and the optimal execution strategy has been most often defined as that which 
minimizes the total cost of data transferal between sites. 
The nature of the join computation, and a formal expression of the distributed environment 
in which this computation must occur, are discussed in some detail in Section 2. The aim there 
is to establish the framework within which the model of distributed join query execution can be 
developed, and outline any assumptions made. 
Upon deeper analysis in Section 3, several equations expressing the structure of a distributed 
join computation, and an objective function describing the transmission cost incurred, are given. 
Many of these constraints are found to be redundant, and therefore, need not be included in the 
final model. Furthermore, by modifying the objective function to consider also the complicacy of 
the strategy, only those minimal-cost solutions having the fewest data transferals are considered 
optimal. The central result of this paper is the model of the distributed execution of a join query, 
so developed, as a zero-one linear program. 
Approaches to finding a solution to integer and mixed-integer programs fall largely into two 
major categories: cutting plane methods, and tree-search (also called branch-and-bound) meth- 
ods. The latter has been chosen here for its simplicity, and the ease to which it may be applied 
to the join query model. By no means the only road to solution, a branch-and-bound method is 
briefly discussed in Section 4. 
Some comments concerning the size of the model, in terms of the original join query and 
distributed network, are given in Section 5. The efficiency of its solution by the branch-and- 
bound algorithm is also briefly discussed. 
2. PROBLEM OVERVIEW 
A relational database appears to a user or applications program to be composed of some number 
of multidimensional tables, or ‘relations.’ The set of ‘attributes,’ say Y, naming the columns of 
a given relation y is its ‘relation scheme,’ and defines the format of the table. Each attribute 
has associated with it a set of values, called the ‘domain’ of that attribute, that a column entry 
may take. A Y-‘tuple’ t is then a function from the relation scheme Y to the corresponding 
domains. This mapping can be restricted from the relation scheme Y to any subset X of Y, and 
the X-tuple so defined is usually denoted as t[X]. A relation y with relation scheme Y is then a 
set of Y-tuples t. 
The user issues the database management system with a query, requiring some number of the 
database relations to be combined into one; the join w r of several relations, say T = (~1,. . . , rm} 
having relation schemes R = {RI, . . . , R,} correspondingly, is defined to be the relation {t 1 
t[Ri] E rib : 1 I i I m} having relation scheme uzn=,Ri [4-71. The relations to be so joined 
are presumed to be consistent [8], or joinable [9], so that the join of two relations w 5 and w y, 
where z, y C T, is the relation w (z U y). 
The set of relations r are here assumed to constitute a referential path; the query under 
consideration is a ‘chain query’ [l,lO]. That is, the relations of r can be numbered, say as 
T={Ti]i=l,...,m} 
with corresponding relation schemes R = {Ri 1 i = 1,. . . , m}, so that Ri n R.j # 8 if and only 
if j = i + 1. Because only joins of relations with overlapping relation schemes will be regarded, 
and noting that w {ri} = ri for any relation ri E T, all relations that may possibly produced by 
joining those in r have the form 
w{ri,...,rj}, l<i<j<m. 
The amount of data contained in any relation w y is a function p(w y), and this will be more 
conveniently written as 
pij = p (w {Ti,. . . 1 q}) 2 0, l<i<jlm. 
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The environment in which the optimizer must operate is defined by a distributed network, 
represented as a directed graph 
D = (S,L), 
of processor sites S, and interconnected by communications links L C S x S. Note that the 
links are here considered to be directed; a two-way data channel between a pair of processors is 
represented by two arcs opposite in direction. 
For each data path there is a cost imposed for transmitting data along it; here the assumption 
is made that this cost is a linear function of the amount of data sent: the coefficient 
is the cost of data transmission, per unit of data, from a processor site h E S to k E S. Also 
associated with a data link (h, k) E L is a predefined capacity limit 
which is the maximum total amount of data that the link is allowed to transmit in the course of 
the join computation. Observe here that it is assumed without loss of generality that the capacity 
limit of a link is positive; a zero data carrying capacity implies that there is no available data 
link between the processors concerned. 
Each processor site has allocated to it some (possibly empty) subset of the relations named in 
the query, by a given allocation function 
cr:S+lP(r). 
The set of relations that are stored at a site k E S is then o(k) G T. Note that it is possible for 
several copies of any particular relation to be available on the network, each copy at a different 
processor site. Exactly one copy of each relation ri of r is to be utilized in answering the query, 
and the selection of a copy is to be made as part of the optimization problem. 
Although the join is usually implemented as a binary operation, the cost of such a computation 
is ignored here. The actual order by which several relations are joined at a particular processor 
site then has no relevance, and the computation performed by the processor may be described 
wholly in terms of what it transmits and receives via the network. Every relation leaving a 
processor site is the join of some number of relations entering it, and an entering relation can be 
involved in at most one join computation. Then any relation realized should be computed only 
once, as it needs to be subsequently used only once. 
The final result, namely the relation w r, is to be made available to the user who issued the 
query, residing at some processor site, say Q E S. This is to be done in such a way as to minimize 
the total transmission cost incurred by moving data between processors, in the course of the 
computation. 
Within this specification is it possible to construct network and relation allocation systems that 
do not permit w r to ever be computed. To exclude such obviously incongruous circumstances, 
the stipulation is made that the information contained in every relation can ultimately arrive at 
the site bearing the querist. That is, 
Vri E r3kl, . . . kp E S l ri E a(k1) 
A (ki,ki+l) E L, i=l,...,p-1 (I) 
r\lc,=q. 
In addition, no processor that cannot transmit information to the user’s processor can participate 
in the join execution, as the results of any computation made by such a site cannot be utilized. 
Therefore, any site that is not linked, directly or indirectly, to processor q is removed from the 
network D, and the condition 
Vk~S3kl,...k,~S l kl=kAkp=q 
A (ki, ki+d E L, i = l,...,p-1 
(2) 
can be presumed. 
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3. A MODEL OF DISTRIBUTED QUERY EXECUTION 
In pursuit of a more opportune representation of the allocation function cy, new vertices are 
added to the network D, one correspondingly for each relation. A directed arc connects one of 
these ‘artificial’ vertices to the vertex of a processor site if a copy of the corresponding relation is 
allocated to that processor. In addition, a vertex u representing the user or applications program 
issuing the query is included, with an arc directed to it from the site of the request q. This new 
network so constructed, say D’ = (S’, L’), is defined by 
S’= SUrU{u} 
L’ = L u {(7-i, k) I ri E a(k)) u {(q,u)l, 
and provides the advantage that each relation is now originally available at exactly one source 
node. 
In the following discussion, the set of nodes of D’ that may possibly send information to a 
given node k E S’ will, for convenience, be denoted as P(k), and similarly those nodes that may 
be a recipient of data from k are denoted d(k). That is, 
P(k) = {h E S' 1 (h, k) E L’}, kES’, and 
d(k) = {I E 5” 1 (k, I) E L’}, k E 5”. 
Furthermore, observe that VT-~ E F l P(T~) = 0, and d(u) = 0. 
The decision variables are defined to represent the transmission of relations between vertices of 
the network D’. A relation w {ri, . . . , rj} can potentially be sent along any real data channel, that 
is, any link in the computer network D. Only the relation corresponding to a particular artificial 
source can be sent along a link from that source to a processor site, and only the relation w r 
can be given to the user in answer to the query. Then 
fijhk = 
1 if W {ri,. . . , rj} is transmitted along the data link (h, k) E L’ 
0 otherwise, 
for i, j, h, and k satisfying 
(3) 
For i, j, h, k satisfying 
(1 < i < j 5 m A h E r A k E a(h)) 
V (i = j A h = ri A k $ a(h)) 
V(i>lAj<mAi>jAh=qAk=u) 
(4) 
define fijhk = 0. 
Exactly one copy of each relation must be used in the computation. In terms of the decision 
variables, 
V’i:Ililm 0 c fiir,k = 1. (5) 
&ACT,) 
Every relation leaving a given processor k E S is the join of some number of relations entering it, 
and every relation can be itself joined with others at most once. This condition can be re-written 
as a conjunction of several conditions, leading to several linear equations expressing the essence 
of the join computation. First, any relation that enters k must be involved in the computation 
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of exactly one leaving relation. Note also that if a given relation does not enter a processor site, 
it may still be possible that a relation containing it leaves, so that 
i m 
Vi, j:I<i<j<mVkES l c c c fi’j’kl - c fijhk 2 0. (6) 
if=1 j’=j &d(k) hEP(k) 
All of the information that is contained within the relations leaving a processor must be available 
in those that enter it, as a processor site cannot create such information for itself. That is, given 
a relation rP of r that is contained within some relation entering k E S, it must be contained in 
exactly one leaving k. Alternatively, if no relation containing rP enters, then none may leave that 
contain rP. That is, 
VkESVp:l<p<m l k 2 c fijhk - 5 2 c .fijkl = 0. (7) 
i=l j=p hEP(k) i=l j=p &d(k) 
In terms of the decision variables fijhk, a relation W {ri, . . . rj} is created at a processor site k E 5’ 
if there is one copy of it leaving k but no copy entering. Similarly, a relation is used in a 
join computation if it enters k but does not leave it. A relation ri E r must be used exactly 
once, and w r is consumed by the user. Any intermediate relation, if computed, must be used 
somewhere else, and any such relation used must be previously computed. 
The result of the computation is made available to the user, located at processor q E S, and 
represented by the vertex u of D’. Then 
f lmqu = 1. (9) 
The capacity limits of data channels of the computer network D cannot be violated, so that 
the constraint 
m In 
V(h, k) E L . cc pij ’ fijhk 5 phk 
is enforced. 
i=l j=i 
The cost of an execution strategy is the sum of the transmission costs; each transmission cost is 
the transmission cost coefficient multiplied by the volume of data sent. The objective is, therefore, 
the minimization of the function 
171 m 
2 = c c c c Pij ’ Chk ’ fijhk. 
i=l j=i kE.5 hEP(k) 
(11) 
Constraints (7) and (8) are actually redundant; they are shown here to demonstrate the com- 
pleteness of the formulation. This claim is justified in the following lemmata, and as a result 
these two constraints can be eliminated from the formulation. 
LEMMA 3.1. The general linear constraint (7) ) 
VkcEVp:I<p<m a c c c fijhk - 2 c c fijkl = 0, 
i=l j=p hEP(k) i=l j=p led(k) 
is implied by equations (5), (6), and (9). 
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PROOF. First, consider adding equations (6) for i and j such that 1 5 i 5 p and p 5 j 5 m, for 
some given p : 1 5 p 5 m, 
2 2 2 2 c fi’j’kl - 2 2 c fijhk 10. 
i=l i’=l j=p j’=j 16.4(k) i=l j=p hEP(k) 
However, 
f: 2 2 2 c fi’j’kl = c f: 2 F(j -P + l).fi/jkl 
i=l i’=l j=p j’=j led(k) LEA(k) i=l i’=l j=p 
P /n-l \ 
= c ci (c(j_P+l)fijkl) 
&d(k) i=l j=p 
i=l j=p lEA(k) 
P m 
2 c c c fijklr 
i=l j=p LEA(k) 
so that 
2 2 c fijkl - 2 5 c fijhk 2 0. 
i=l j=p &d(k) i=l j=p &P(k) 
Now consider the number 
$ g lE%k, fij l - 5 $? c fijhk 
i=l j=P &P(k) 
of copies of a given relation rp E T that are ‘created’ at a site k and incorporated into relations 
leaving k. Adding these for all processors in S, and expanding, 
fijkl - 2 c c fijhk 
i=l j=p Ed(k) i=l j=p heP(k) 
= c 2 2 c fijkl - c 2 2 c fijhk 
kES i=l j=p Ed(k)nS kES i=l j=p hEP(k)nS 
+ c 2 2 c fijkl - 1 f: 2 c fijhk 
k&S’ i=l j=p IEd(k)\S kES i=l j=p heP(k)\S 
Note that 
c 2 2 c fijhk = c 5 2 fijhk (by definition Of P(k)) 
kc.9 i=l j=p hEP(k)nS (h.k)~.v i=l j=p 
he.9 
kE.9 
P m 
= c 2 x fijkl 
(h.l)~L’ i=l j=p 
kES 
1ES 
fijkl (by definition of ,A( k)), 
kES i=l j=p 1&4(k)nS 
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and 
c 2 2 c fijkl = c 2 F.fijkl 
kES i=l j=p Kd(k)\S (l,k)%sqs 
i=l j=p 
= 2 5 fijqu (by definition of D’) 
i=l j=p 
= lmqu f (by 3 and 4) 
= 1 (constraint 9), 
and also 
c 2 2 c fijhk = c f: gfijhk 
kES i=l j=p hEP(k)\S (h,k)EL;e,kcs i=l j=P 
P m 
= c c c fijhk (by definition of 0’) 
kEd(r,) i=l j=p 
= c fppr,k (by 3 and 4) 
k-CT,) 
= 1 (according to constraint 5). 
Then 
fijkl - 2 5 c fijhk = 0. 
i=l j=p &d(k) i=l j=p heP(k) 
Yet f: 2 c fijkl - f: 2 c f” _ zjhk > 0, so that for any given p : 1 5 p < m, 
i=l j=p led(k) i=l j=p hEP(k) 
f: 2 c fijkl - f: 2 c fijhk = 0, for all /C E s, 
i=l j=p &d(k) i=l j=p hEP(k) 
as claimed. 
LEMMA 3.2. The constraint (8), namely that 
Vli,j:l<ilj<m . -' 5 c c fijkl - c fijhk 5 1 
kES &d(k) hEP(k) 
is implied by constraints (5), (6), and (9). 
PROOF. Consider, for some i, j : 1 5 i 5 j 5 m, that 
fijkl - c fijhk = c c fijkl + c c fijkl 
hEP(k) kES Kd(k)nS kE.S Kd(k)\S 
- c c fijhk - c c fijhk. 
kES hcP(k)nS kES hEP(k)\S 
Now 
c c fijkl = c fijkl = c fijhk = c c fijhkr 
kc.9 lEd(k)nS (k,l)EL (h,k)EL kE.5’ hEP(k)nS 
u\MwA 27:11-D 
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and also 
c c fijkl = fijqzl = { A rtLziii = m 
k&S EA(k)\S 7 
c c fijhk = c c fijhk = { i ~t~~~ise 
kES hEp(k)\S he k&t(h) 
Then 
fijkl - c fijhk 
hEP(k) H . 
. 
= A $hzii,^,3 = m - { A ftiziise 
1 ifm#lAi=lAj=m 
= -1 ifi=j 
0 otherwise, 
as required. I 
The problem of optimizing the distributed execution of a chain query, so developed, may be 
formally stated as the zero-one linear integer program 
m m 
zzz = c c c c Pij ‘chk * fijhk 
i=l j=i lee.9 &p(k) 
subject to 
V’i:l<i<m l c fiirik = 1 
kEd(ri) 
Vi,j:l<i<j<mVkES l 2 2 c fi’j’kl 
i’=l j’=j 1&I(k) 
f lmqu = 1 
m m 
- 
c fijhk 2 0 
hEP(k) 
W) 
V(h,k)EL . c c&j * fijhk 5 @hk 
i, i=l j=i 
fijhk E (071). 
and an execution strategy is a feasible solution for the decision variables, say f, and having 
objective cost value of. 
However, it is possible that several optima may exist for problem (Pl). This poses the challenge 
to propound a criterion as to which amongst these should be regarded above the others; the 
choice must be made in a way that is meaningful and acceptable in the context of the join query 
problem. By then including this measure into problem (Pl), a new and more enticing model can 
be proposed. 
Consider a cycle in the network D, comprising a non-empty set of data channels 
c = {(hl, h2), . . . , CL, WI. 
Furthermore, regard a feasible solution f to problem (Pl), in which some relation w {ri, .. . , rj} 
is transmitted unchanged around C, from processor hl back to hl. That is, assume that 
3, j : 1 5 i 5 j 5 m 0 fijhlhz = 1,. . . , fh,hI = 1. 
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The solution 7 constructed from f by setting fijhlhz = 0,. . . , fijh,hl = 0 is clearly feasible, 
given the feasibility of f, and presuming that the size of w {ri, . . . , rj} and the transmission cost 
around C are not zero, 
pij > 0 and 3(hU, h,) E C l ~h,h, > 0, 
the strategy 7 must have a lower objective cost, 7. Therefore, f cannot be optimal. If, however, 
Pij = 0 or V(hu, IL,) E C l C&h, = 0, 
then .zf = ~7, so that f is optimal, whenever 7 is. It is undesirable that the optimum f specifying 
the transmission of w {ri, .. . , rj} around the cycle C may be chosen above the simpler strategy f. 
In addition, it is possible that several candidate optima having no such loops may exist. Again, 
it is desirable that the simplest (requiring the fewest transmissions) of these be chosen. Either 
way, it is clear that among solutions with equal transmission cost, those having fewest data 
exchanges should be favored. Now the number of transmissions is the number of nonzero decision 
variables fijhk: 
F 2 c c fijhk, 
i=l j=i kE.9 hEP(k) 
so that by also including a count of the number of transmissions, the objective function (11) 
becomes 
m m m m 
f-%j * Chk * fijhk + w2 c c c c fijhky 
i=l j=i kg.S h@(k) i=l j=i kES &P(k) 
where the constants wi and wp are chosen so that wi > wz > 0, since the transmission cost is of 
the greatest importance. Setting 6 = w~/wi, 
Tn. m m m .._ .._ .._ 
2 = c c c c pij ’ Chk ’ fijhk + 6 c c c c fijhk 
i=l j=i keS hEP(k) i=l j=i kE.9 h@(k) 
m n (12) 
= c c c c (&j ’ Chk + 5) fijhk, 
i=l j=i kES hEP(k) 
where 6 is chosen to satisfy 0 < 6 < 1. 
Substituting this perturbed objective function (12) into problem (Pl) then gives the proposed 
model of the execution of a join query, in a distributed environment. To summarize, 
2:’ = 2 2 c c bij ’ Chk + 6) fijhk 
i=l j=i kES hE’p(k) 
subject to 
Vi:l<i<m l c fiirik = 1 
kEA(r,) 
V&j:l<iLj<mVkES l 2 2 c fi’j’kl - c fijhk 1 0 
i'=l j'=j l&l(k) hEP(k) 
f -1 lmqu - (P2) 
V(h,k)EL . 2 e&j * fijhk 5 phk 
i=l j=i 
fijhk E (0, I}, 
ant it is an optimum of this problem that is sought. 
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4. SOLUTION BASED ON A TREE-SEARCH ALGORITHM 
Many ways have been devised to solve problems having discrete-valued variables; the technique 
suggested here is of the tree-search variety [ll-151. It presumes the existence of a method for 
solving the relaxed problem, which allows all variables to be continuous, with the addition of 
appropriate upper and lower bounds. In this case, the relaxed problem is a linear program 
formed from problem (P2) by allowing the decision variables to take real values between 0 and 1 
inclusive. Therefore, a variant of the simplex method [16,17] is an appropriate choice, given its 
astounding performance in practice [16,18]. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with these 
algorithms, so no account of their operation is given here. 
The algorithm begins by computing a solution for the relaxed problem. If this solution is 
integral, then it necessarily is also a solution to the discrete problem (P2). If, however, the 
solution is nonintegral, then at least one variable fijhk has a value 
0 < fijhk < l. 
All feasible solutions can be divided into two disjoint groups, namely those in which 
fijhk = 0 
and those for which 
fijhk = 1. 
Substituting each of these possibilities, in turn, into the continuous problem yields two aug- 
mented subproblems. These are solved with the simplex algorithm, and the procedure is repeated 
for the two solutions so obtained. 
The logical structure of this computation is a tree, with a subproblem having two others that 
are generated from it. Termination of the tree, at a particular subproblem, may occur in one of 
two ways: either the subproblem is infeasible and therefore has no solution, or an integer solution 
is discovered. 
The solution to problem (P2) is the best integer solution reached by searching this tree. A 
record is kept of the best integer solution so far realized, and any subproblem found to have an 
objective value exceeding this need not be further developed. In this way, hopeless branches are 
never explored. 
The state of the search at any time is recorded as a list, each entry of which represents a variable 
assignment made on the path to the finding the subproblem currently under examination. A list 
entry also contains a marker that is set when one of the entry’s succeeding subproblems has 
been explored. Because the entire set of solutions emanating from the assignment of a value to 
a particular variable is explored before those of the alternative assignment, the marker indicates 
that the possibility has already been swapped for its alternative. 
The tree to be searched is not, in general, unique, as any nonintegral variable may be chosen 
as the branching variable, at any particular time. Different choices lead to different trees to be 
searched, and the choice can have a large effect on the potential to prune branches, and therefore 
on the performance of the algorithm as a whole. Ideally, the optimum (if it exists) should be 
reached as early as possible, so that the greatest number of subsequently-developed branches are 
abandoned as hopeless. 
One possible strategy, particularly applicable to the case of O-l variables, is to order the set of 
variables. Subproblems are then generated by branching on the first nonintegral variable in this 
set that has not already been used for branching. Other rules for selection, most notably the use 
of penalties, can be found in [12]. 
Indeed, the choice of which subproblem to develop at each iteration is also arbitrary; here it has 
been defined to be that most recently stored in the list. Again, other approaches are discussed 
in [12]. 
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It is necessary to know whether or not the problem posed is actually feasible, so that a variable 
is included to report the existence of an integer-valued solution. Clearly, the only way that the 
problem may become infeasible, under the assumptions (1) and (2) outlined in Section 2, is if the 
network capacities are too low. 
The algorithm is outlined in pseudocode, below. 
Initialization : 
integer solution found := false; 
best objective := 00; 
Set list to contain only problem (P2), storing an initial basis; 
finished := false; 
while (not finished) { 
Choose the Subproblem to solve : 
do 1 
if (list is empty) finished := true; 
else { 
consider the subproblem at the end of the list; 
if (Subproblem is not marked) { 
remove assignment for this subproblem, 
and add the alternative; 
Mark this list entry; 
done := true } 
else { 
delete this subproblem from the list 
done := false }} 
} while (not done); 
if (not finished) { 
Solve Subproblem : 
Solve subproblem starting at the stored basis, 
giving solution and objective value; 
Analyze the solution of the subproblem : 
if (subproblem is feasible) 
if (objective value 5 best objective) { 
if (subproblem solution is integral) { 
integer solution found := true; 
best solution so far := solution; 
best objective := objective value } 
else { 
Choose a branching variable : 
Choose a variable having a nonintegral value, and 
generate two subproblems. Add these to the front of 
the list, storing their associated bases. } } } }; 
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5. PROBLEM SIZE AND EFFICIENCY 
First, note that the number of relations that may possibly be computed by joining relations in 
the chain query T = (~1,. . . , rm} iS 
m m 
R= ccl 
i=i j=i 
m2+m =p. n 
The number of variables in the model can be seen directly from their definition (3). Given 
that flmgu = 1, it is reasonable to eliminate this variable when generating the linear system to 
solve, so that the total number of variables is given by 
N = R . IL/ + Ix 1 
(r,,k)*r*Ea(k) 
= +. IL1 + c Ia(I 
kES 
(13) 
in terms of the number of relations m in the query, the number of data channels ILI, and the 
total number Ekes la(k)] of copies of all relations assigned to the network. 
The number of constraints generated is observed from the constraint system of problem (P2): 
M = m + R. ISI + IL/ 
=m+ *IsI + IL1 (14) 
by considering the number of equations of type (5), and of type (6), and the capacity con- 
straints (10). Because flmqu will not appear in the final system, the constraint (9) is not to be 
included as a row in the linear system. 
Consider now the computational requirements of the algorithm presented in Section 4. In the 
relaxed problem first solved, all variables are allowed to take values between 0 and 1, inclusive. 
The constraint 
fijhk 5 1 
is, by adding a slack variable fljhjhk, equivalent to 
fijhk + fljhk = 11 
so that the decision variable fijhk is likely to be forced to either 0 or 1, by forcing either fijhk 
or fijhk out of the basis, when computing a solution to the continuous problem [ll]. 
A matrix is said to be totally unimodular if the determinants of all of its sub-matrices are 0,l 
or -1, and this is satisfied whenever all basic feasible solutions to the corresponding system are 
integral [13-151. A necessary condition for total unimodularity is that all entries of the constraint 
matrix be 0,l or -1, so, noting that the sizes of relations may take any nonnegative values, the 
constraint matrix of problem (P2) is clearly not totally unimodular. However, all other coefficients 
are 0,l or -1. It is reasonable to expect, then, that many submatrices are themselves totally 
unimodular, some corresponding to basic feasible solutions. 
Under these expectations, it naturally follows that most problems will yield an integral solution 
when initially solving the relaxed problem. In particular, an integral solution is most likely when 
the capacity constraints are inactive at optimality. Furthermore, even when the solving of the 
continuous problem does not produce an integral solution, few variables should be in violation. 
The time taken to compute the optimal solution, under such conditions, will be roughly that 
required to solve the relaxed problem using a simplex variant. 
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A bound on the average number of steps taken by a simplex algorithm has been proposed by 
Addler and Megiddo [19]: 
0 (min { M2, N2}) . 
Applying this to the case when most or all variables of the solution to the continuous problem 
are integral, and in terms of the size of this problem (13),( 14), the expected complexity is 
m + . 
Bounds on the average complexity have also been derived by probabilistic analysis by Borg- 
wardt [18], and other studies [16] indicate an average complexity of 
O(MlogN), 
giving an estimate of 
0 m+ qqS[ + lLl) log (v . (Ll + c Ia(k) 
kES 
for the chain query problem. This has been supported by experimental evidence [20], further 
details of which will appear in the future. 
When many variables in the solution to the relaxed problem are nonintegral, the tree-search 
may become laborious. The method still offers the advantage that, having found a feasible integral 
solution, subsequent iterations are an effort to improve upon this solution. Then, given that some 
integer solution has been found, it may be reasonable to terminate the algorithm early, say after 
a maximum number of iterations or a preset timeout has been reached. The result should be 
a near-optimal solution, which is usually acceptable in the context of the query optimization 
problem [6,7,10,21]. 
6. CONCLUSION AND CONTINUING WORK 
The problem of efficiently using the network resources of a distributed system in processing 
a join query has been formulated as a linear integer program. In order to avoid undesirable 
strategies in favor of simpler ones, the final model proposed for solution has a perturbed objective 
function, to take into account the number of data transmissions required. 
It is anticipated that this approach to the problem may be of practical, as well as theoretical, 
use. An algorithm has been presented that may be used to efficiently solve the join query problem, 
and offers the advantage that it may be terminated early to give a near-optimal solution. 
Further work is being undertaken to extend this model to encompass more sophisticated aspects 
of distributed processing. In particular, consideration of the costs of computation at processor 
facilities, the uncertain nature of the distributed environment, and the response time in answering 
a query, are intended. 
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